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42 Abstract When analysing patterns, our goals are (i) to
43 find structure in the presence of noise, (ii) to decompose
44 the observed structure into sub-components, and (iii) to
45 use the components for pattern completion. Here, a novel
46 loop architecture is introduced to perform these tasks in
47 an unsupervised manner. The architecture combines
48 sparse code shrinkage with non-negative matrix factoris-
49 ation, and blends their favourable properties: sparse code
50 shrinkage aims to remove Gaussian noise in a robust
51 fashion; non-negative matrix factorisation extracts sub-
52 structures from the noise filtered inputs. The loop architec-
53 ture performs robust pattern completion when organised
54 into a two-layered hierarchy. We demonstrate the power
55 of the proposed architecture on the so-called ‘bar-
56 problem’ and on the Feret facial database.

57 Keywords Hierarchy · Non-negative matrix
58 factorisation · Sparse code shrinkage

59

60 Introduction

61 In this paper we propose a novel architecture, which is
62 mainly based on two algorithms. The aim of our architec-
63 ture is to distinguish pattern from noise. The first algor-
64 ithm is Independent Component Analysis (ICA), also
65 called blind source separation, or demixing, which has
66 almost a ten year history [1–5]. ICA solves the following
67 model: there aren unknown independent sources, the
68 components of the source vectors � �n, and an unknown
69 mixing matrix, A � �n�m (m = n is possible. ICA tries
70 to estimate matrixW � �m�n the (pseudo)inverse ofA,
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71and to recover the original sourcess by means of a set of
72mixed signalsxi, i = 1, 2, …N, (xi = Asi).1 The estimation
73is based on entropy minimisation (e.g. see Hyva¨rinen [6]
74and references therein). ICA transformation efficiently
75removes higher order correlations from input components.
76A recent extension of this ICA technique is Sparse
77Code Shrinkage (SCS) [7]. SCS is concerned with the
78removal of noise. In most pattern recognition problems,
79noise filtering is a central issue. The separation of noise
80from data is, however, problem-dependent. In information
81theory, noise is considered structure-free (i.e. of maximal
82entropy).2 The SCS algorithm aims to separate Gaussian
83noise from structured components locally, i.e. component
84by component. In turn, SCS makes use of ICA trans-
85formation and works on components with minimised
86mutual information. SCS applies a shrinkage nonlinearity
87(function g) to each ICA component, which eliminates
88small amplitude ICA components. This novel approach
89can be considered as a generalisation of wavelet denoising
90[7]. The generalisation concerns the process of learning
91the underlying basis set given an ensemble of inputs, and
92then performingdenoising via thresholding, as in wave-
93let bases.
94Decomposition of multivariate data into ‘positive
95components’ (positively coded substructures) can be
96efficient in pattern completion problems. The objective of
97learning is to seek subparts in individual inputs of an
98ensemble so as to enable inferencing. A powerful recent
99technique is non-negative matrix factorifation (NMF)
100[8,9]. In NMF, each input is built from non-negative
101components. NMF minimises the�i (xi � Qhi)2 cost func-
102tion, where rows of matrixQ � �n�m contain the NMF
103basis set,h � �m is the hidden representation vector, and
104xi i = 1, 2, … n denote the set of input vectors. It is
105assumed that, for alli, j xi, Qij, hi � 0. In Lee and Seung
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1 The row vectors of matrixW are called the ICA basis set.

514
2 For continuous variables, Gaussian distribution of unit variance

515has the maximal entropy.
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106 [9], the following batch mode learning rule for the hidden
107 variables and the basis set is suggested:

108 hi ← hi

(QTx)i

(QTQh)i

, Qij ← Qij

(xhT)ij

(QhhT)ij109

110 The interested reader can find details of the algorithms
111 elsewhere [6–9].
112 In this paper, a novel combination of the SCS and NMF
113 algorithms is proposed. In Sect. 2 the joined (tandem)
114 architecture is described. Simulation results on the two-
115 bar problem are presented in Sect. 3. The simulations
116 demonstrate the properties of the combined architecture,
117 as with the properties of a hierarchy of such architectures.
118 Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.

119

120 Architecture

121 SCS is a bottom-up transformation that aims to recover
122 the original sources given only the mixed sources. In the
123 case of independent sources covered by additive Gaussian
124 noise, SCS can recover the original inputs. NMF, on the
125 other hand, can be seen as a top-down generative algor-
126 ithm that optimises its internal representation to minimise
127 the reconstruction error between input and generated
128 (reconstructed) input. These two unsupervised algorithms
129 can be merged into a single parameter-free architecture,
130 referred to as a ‘ loop’ . This loop is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
131 The learning capabilities and the working performance of
132 this loop have been investigated by us [10] and by Hoyer
133 [11], independently. One such loop exhibits good per-
134 formance under the following conditions:

135 � Bottom-up learning: the bottom-up demixing matrix,
136 W and the sparsifying SCS shrinkage function g are
137 learned in this phase.
138 � Top-down learning: inputs, which are filtered by the
139 bottom-up matrix W and by the SCS nonlinearity, are
140 transformed by the pseudo-inverse W+ of matrix W
141 (which is equal to WT for our case [7]): xSCS = WT

142 g(Wx). In other words, the inputs are projected into the

522523

Fig. 1 (a) Graphical representation of the
algorithm. One loop of the hierarchy x, s, h
and x̂: input, shrunk (denoised) ICA
components, hidden variable, and
reconstructed input, respectively. W, W+, Q
and INMF denote demixing matrix, pseudo-
inverse of the demixing matrix, NMF matrix
and NMF iteration, respectively. Arrow:
linear transformation, arrow with black dot:
linear transformation with component-wise
nonlinearity (shrinkage kernel), lines with
two arrow-heads: iteration. The algorithm
was utilised in a two phase mode (see text
for details). (b) Two-layer hierarchy. ĥ:
reconstructed input of second layer. Lower
layers provide inputs (their hidden variables
h) for higher layers. Reconstructed input of
second layer overruns hidden variables at
first layers. Dashed and dash-dotted grey
arrows represent identity transformations (I)

525549
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143SCS subspace defined by the row vectors of matrix W,
144sparsification is performed on the projections (function
145g), and then these sparse components are transformed
146back to the original input space. These nonlinearly fil-
147tered inputs are shifted to the positive range to satisfy
148the requirements of NMF. The bounded and non-nega-
149tive inputs are used in batch mode to compute the NMF
150basis set (the NMF matrix, Q).
151� Working phase: inputs are denoised by projecting them
152into the SCS subspace, as before. Hidden components
153h are computed via the NMF iteration procedure
154(denoted by INMF in Fig. 1) keeping the Q matrix fixed.
155Reconstructed input x̂ is computed by multiplying the
156hidden vector h by the NMF matrix Q: x̂ = Qh.

157For further details, see the Appendix.
158A two-layered hierarchy was built from a set of loops.
159The two layer architecture is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
160lower layer consists of parallel working loops, each corre-
161sponding to a subpart of the original input, i.e. each loop
162processes only a part of the input. The h hidden represen-
163tations of the lower layer loops were concatenated into
164one block. This concatenated vector formed the input vec-
165tor of the loop of the higher layer. To guide the eye, two-
166dimensional patterns were used in our simulations. For
167the same reason, loops of the lower layer corresponded
168to neighbouring regions of the 2D input space.
169In the working phase, first, approximation of the hidden
170values are computed by the lower layer. The concat-
171enation of these hidden values make up the input of the
172higher layer. In this higher layer, both learning and work-
173ing occurs on the concatenated hidden representation of
174the lower layer. The reconstructed input of the second
175layer then over-runs the hidden values of the lower layers.
176Top-down reconstruction in the lower layers, in turn, cor-
177rects the reconstructed inputs x̂. Extension to more layers
178is straightforward.3

1

516
3 Note that the only infection about the input scape, which is pre-

517wired into this hierarchy is restricted to the topographical arrange-
518ments of the loops of the lower layer. However, the 2D structure
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180 Results

181 The bar example

182 The task is to learn and reconstruct bars on greyscale
183 images while (i) each input is composed of two or more
184 bars at vertical and horizontal orientations, (ii) the input
185 is covered by additive Gaussian noise of zero mean, and
186 (iii) in the hierarchical arrangement the input bars have
187 missing parts. We studied the effect of the additional noise
188 on the quality of the reconstruction. The ‘original’ noise
189 free bars were represented by 1s (white pixels) for each
190 vector component, whereas the background corresponded
191 to 0 valued (black pixels) vector components. Zero mean
192 Gaussian noise was added to the values of the noise-free
193 inputs. These noise-corrupted inputs were shifted and
194 clipped to the positive range while preserving 90% of the
195 noise. A typical example from the set of the ‘original’
196 noise-free inputs, which contained two or more bars, is
197 shown in Fig. 2(a). With regard to Hyvärinen [7], the SCS
198 basis set was developed on noise-free inputs (e.g. Fig.
199 2(a)), but the noise-corrupted version of inputs Fig. 2(b)
200 was input into the architecture in the working phase and
201 the NMF learning phase. (See the Appendix for details.)
202 Simulation results are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and in Fig.
203 5. Fig. 2 (B) depicts one of the inputs used for training.
204 Similar inputs were used for testing. The SCS, NMF, and
205 combined SCS and NMF reconstructed inputs are shown
206 in Fig. 2(C)–(E), respectively. Visual inspection reveals
207 that ICA alone (Fig. 2(C)) is inefficient although tracks
208 of the bars can be discovered. NMF (Fig. 2(D)) fails with
209 such high noise content, the reconstructed input is very
210 noisy no bar like structure can be seen. The combined
211 method ‘predicts’ higher amplitudes for pixel values cor-
212 responding to the 1’s and lower amplitudes for pixel
213 values corresponding to the 0’s of the original (noise-free)
214 input, leading to a better reconstruction.
215 We can gain a better insight by examining the NMF
216 basis vectors as well as the basis vectors of the combined

551552

553

554

555 Fig. 2 Input and its reconstructed forms. (a) Perfect input without noise.
556 Input size: 12 � 12. (b) Noise-free input covered with zero mean 1.5
557 STD Gaussian noise. (c) Reconstructed input (RI) with SCS. (d) RI with
558 NMF. (e) RI with combination of SCS and NMF. Note the improved
559 reconstruction for the combined method compared to single SCS or
560 single NMF algorithms. The number of basis vectors for both algorithms
561 (SCS, NMF) was set to 24

1

519 is represented only in the input set, and no explicit information
520 about the 2D structure is prewired. The inputs, the NMF and the
521 ICA basis sets are represented in 2D for visualisation purposes.
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217method (Fig. 3). It was found that the SCS algorithm
218indeed discovers the bar structure (not shown in the
219figure), but fails to separate the individual bars. NMF is
220not able to cope with the high noise content: the learned
221basis set contains short tracks of bars covered by noise
222(Fig. 3(a)). The combined method shows superior per-
223formance (Fig. 3(b)): 11 basis vectors represent well dis-
224tinguishable individual bars. Combinations of a few bars
225are represented by 12 basis vectors. These 23 basis vectors
226contain relatively small background noise. One basis vec-
227tor contains mostly noise components.
228Quantitative noise dependencies are shown in Fig. 4.
229Root Mean Square (RMS) reconstruction error versus
230noise is depicted for the NMF and for the combined
231method. Figure 4(a) shows the noise dependence of the
232reconstruction error for a perfect single bar input covered
233with varying amount of noise. NMF (SCS+NMF) results
234are shown by dashed (dotted) lines. Another plot shows
235the analogous results for two bar inputs (Fig. 4(b)).
236Results are superior by a factor of two for both cases in
237favour of the combined method. The combined method
238improves noise resistance of NMF and, in turn, the com-
239bined method exhibits improved decomposition capa-
240bility. Note that the RMS error is small but non-zero for
241zero noise inputs, because the filters developed on inputs
242with high noise content cannot be perfect.
243The pattern completion property is demonstrated in a
244two-layered hierarchy, with the lower layer consisting of
245several loops (Fig. 1(a)), each working on localised suba-
246reas of the input. The input of the higher layer is concat-
247enated from the hidden layer activities of the subnets of
248the lower layer over the entire input range, as shown in
249Fig. 1(b). Inputs, as in the previous experiment, were from
250two or more bars during both the learning test phases.
251Two different types of inputs were presented. The upper
252row of Fig. 5 shows an example when the original (noise-
253free) input has missing (zeroed) pixel components. The
254lower row (Fig. 5) depicts the case when some loops of
255the lower layer had no bar-like components and could
256transfer only noise. (This case is intended to simulate
257occlusions). The original noise-free and incomplete inputs
258are shown in column (a). Noise covered inputs are
259depicted in column (b). Reconstruction capabilities of the
260lower layer and of the lower and the higher layers together
261are shown in columns (c) and (d), respectively. Visual
262inspection reveals that input reconstruction in the hier-
263archy is considerably better.

264The face example

265The task here is to reconstruct faces. In these experiments
266the Feret [12] database was used. Frontal views of faces
267(2061 images) were used. Images were distorted and had
268identical eye-to-eye and eye-to-mouth distances. The
269edges of the images were removed and smaller images
270were used to lessen background related effects. Images
271were further transformed to have the same (average)
272intensity and the same variation around this average inten-
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Fig. 3 Single layer basis vector sets for (a) NMF
alone, and for the (b) NMF using SCS outputs.
Inputs have 144 (= 12 � 12) dimensions.
Number of filters: 24. For each method, all 24
filters are depicted. The additional standard
deviation of the used Gaussian noise was 2.1

566576
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Fig. 4 Reconstruction errors. Markers denote
different methods. NMF: dashed line, combined
SCS and NMF: dotted line. (a) RMS
reconstruction error for single bar inputs versus
standard deviation of the noise. (b) Dependence
of the RMS reconstruction error on standard
deviation of the noise for double-bar inputs. In
both cases, performance of the combined method
is significantly better. Standard deviation

581594

273 sity. Furthermore, these preprocessed images were down-
274 sized to 60 � 60 pixels.
275 In these experiments no noise was added and no ICA
276 was used. The first layer contained four non-overlapping
277 60 � 60 pixel regions. The number of learned NMF basis
278 vectors was 50 in each region. Taken together, the number
279 of NMF basis vectors of the first layer was 200. The
280 second layer was made of a single NMF network which
281 contained and tuned 60 basis vectors.
282 Contrary to the learning phase, occluded inputs were
283 used during the working phase. Covering the original
284 inputs with a black triangle of varying size yielded the
285 occluded inputs. Results are shown in Figs. 6) and 7. Fig-
286 ure 6) depicts one of the original faces (upper left) the
287 occluded version of it (upper right), the reconstructed
288 image produced by the first layer (lower left) and the
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289reconstructed image produced by both layers (lower
290right). Figure 7 shows results on the reconstruction error
291as a function of the (linear) size of the occluded upper
292right triangle. Value 0.5 (0.25) corresponds to the case
293when half (one-eights) of the area is covered. The first
294layer provides better reconstruction for non-occluded
295inputs. This is because the supervisory information com-
296ing from the second layer is based on a smaller number
297of learned vectors (there are 60 vectors) and this compro-
298mises the reconstruction capabilities in the 60 � 60 (i.e.
2993600) dimensions of the input. On the other hand, for
300large occlusions the advantage of the tandem architecture
301reveals, not only according to our subjective judgements
302(Fig. 6) that information in occluded areas are properly
303approximated, but also qualitatively, in the reconstruc-
304tion error.
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598
(A) (B) (C) (D)

599

600 Fig. 5 Improved noise filtering and pattern completion in the hierarchy.
601 Sub-architectures of the first layer now have 6 � 6 = 36 input
602 dimension. Dimension of NMF hidden vectors of first layer units is 12 (=
603 6 · 2). First layer is made of 3 � 3 = 9 units. Input of the second layer
604 has 108 (= 9 · 12) dimensions. Dimension of the hidden vector of the
605 second layer is 36 (= 3 · 6 · 2). Upper row: Pixels of the inputs are
606 missing. Bottom row: Pixels and sub-components of the inputs are
607 missing. (a) Original input with missing pixels and missing sub-
608 components, (b) noise corrupted input of the architecture, (c)
609 reconstructed input produced by the lower layer, (d) reconstructed input
610 produced by both layers. STD of applied noise is 0.9

612613

614

615

616 Fig. 6 Reconstruction of a face. Upper left: original face, upper right:
617 occluded face, lower left: reconstructed image produced by the first layer,
618 lower right: reconstructed image produced by both layers

305 This leaves us with the intriguing point that over-run-
306 ning the reconstruction process in lower levels is neces-
307 sary if the higher level judges so (this would be the case
308 for the occluded areas), but over-running the reconstruc-
309 tion process in general is not wise. A kind of inferencing
310 is needed here, which imposes constraints onto the lower
311 level and favours the lower level if constraints are mild.
312 To give an example: uniform basis vectors could be
313 included in the NMF basis sets of the lower level. If one
314 of the sub-areas is occluded (e.g. by a black card), then
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624Fig. 7 Reconstruction error as a function of the linear size of occlusion.
625Dotted curve: single layer reconstruction error, solid curve: reconstruction
626error produced by the hierarchy. Reconstruction error is given in arbitrary
627units. Linear size 0.5 corresponds to a black area covering the upper right
628half of the image (For details, see text.)

315this basis vector will allow perfect reconstruction. In spite
316of the perfectness of this reconstruction, it should be over-
317run by the higher layer. On the other hand, in areas, where
318higher layer reconstructions are close to their minimum,
319lower layer reconstruction should take place. This point
320is intriguing, because ICA is capable of estimating prob-
321abilities locally. In turn, neurons at the ICA layer could
322‘decide’ what to do. These neurons have two types of
323input: the first is the ICA transformed input; the other, the
324curved arrows with dots in Fig. 1, are strictly determined
325by the ICA transformed reconstructed input. This input
326type serves sparsification. In the case of no or minor cor-
327rections imposed by the higher layer, the two types of
328input barely conflict with each other. However, if the
329internal representation is strongly modified by the higher
330layer, the input related to the reconstructed input will
331strongly conflict with the ICA transformed real input. In
332turn, we conjecture that optimisation of the reconstruction
333error may occur within the ‘context’ provided by the
334higher layer and the amount of modification ‘suggested’
335by the higher layer. Small modifications may occur
336because the higher layer does not have full information.
337In this case, reconstruction should be left unmodified at
338the lower layer. This point deserves further study.

339

340Conclusions

341A novel nonlinear reconstruction algorithm has been
342introduced in this paper. The algorithm combines the
343advantages of sparse code shrinkage and non-negative
344matrix factorisation by removing Gaussian noise (via the
345SCS algorithm), and by decomposing the inputs into sub-
346components (via the NMF algorithm). Favourable proper-
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347 ties of the joined tandem algorithm have been demon-
348 strated via computer simulation. Correlation-based NMF
349 is capable of pattern completion, a feature which is
350 strengthened when the joined algorithms are used in a
351 hierarchical arrangement. Making use of the pseudo-
352 inverse of the SCS transformation, mathematical theorems
353 on convergence and the stability of both the SCS and the
354 NMF algorithms are left intact in the combined architec-
355 ture by construction.

356
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370 APPENDIX

371 The combined algorithm in one loop can be summarised
372 as follows.

373 (1 a) SCS Learning phase:
374 Estimation of the sparse coding transformation W
375 and shrinkage function g using noiseless inputs.
376 (1 b) SCS Working phase:
377 Loading the already calculated sparse coding
378 transformation W and shrinkage function g.
379380 (2) Computation of the projection on the sparsifying
381 basis: s = g(Wx), where x is the input.
382 (3) Estimation of the noise-free data: XSCS = WTs.
383 (4 a) NMF Learning phase:
384 Batch estimation of NMF basis set Q and the hid-
385 den variables H using the XSCS ‘noise-free’
386 inputs:
387 REPEAT UNTIL CONVERGENCE:

388 Hij ← Hij

(QTXSCS)ij

(QTQH)ij

389 Qij ← Qij

(XSCSHT)ij

(QHHT)ij

390 Columns of matrix H represent the hidden rep-
391 resentation vectors, columns of matrix XSCS rep-
392 resent the XSCS de-noised input vectors.
393 (4 b) NMF Working phase:
394 Using the already calculated NMF basis set Q,
395 the hidden variables (H) are estimated.
396397 (5) Estimation of the reconstructed input x̂ by multi-
398 plying the hidden variable h with the NMF basis
399 matrix Q.
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486how to distinguish them; these are the questions we are trying to
487address in our paper. The goal is to develop a representation, which,
488by means of a generative network, is able to compare external input
489and reconstructed input generated by internal representation. Two
490recent algorithms, sparse code shrinkage (SCS) and non-negative
491matrix factorization (NMF) are unified in our architecture. SCS per-
492forms bottom-up noise filtering. Correlation based pattern com-
493pletion, however, can not be accomplished by SCS or by related
494independent component analysis (ICA) methods, given these
495methods attempt to minimize mutual information amongst transfor-
496med components. In our architecture, NMF complements SCS in
497order to find positively coded sub-structures. These sub-structures,
498that we shall call components, are ideal means to perform corre-
499lation based pattern completion. Pattern completion properties are
500demonstrated in an extended (hierarchical) architecture with two
501layers: Lower level sub-architectures monitor parts of a 2-dimen-
502sional input space. These parts are arranged in a topographical man-
503ner. Robust noise rejection and pattern completion properties are
504demonstrated in the two layered hierarchical network. The parti-
505cular combination of the algorithms and the hierarchical data rep-
506resentation is the novelty of our approach. Similar tandem algor-
507ithms to our best knowledge, have not been suggested in generative
508networks. The particular blending combines bottom-up noise fil-
509tering and top-down pattern completion. 510




